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1 IntroductionModern Cryptography is concerned with the construction of e�cient schemes for which it is in-feasible to violate the security feature. Thus, we need a notion of e�cient computations as wellas a notion of infeasible ones. The computations of the legitimate users of the scheme ought bee�cient; whereas violating the security features (via an adversary) ought to be infeasible. Ournotions of e�cient and infeasible computations are \asymptotic" (or rather functional):1 Theyrefer to the running time as a function of the security parameter. This is done in order to avoidcumbersome formulations which refer to the actual running-time on a speci�c model for speci�cvalues of the security parameter. Still, one can easily derive such speci�c statements from theasymptotic treatment.E�cient computations are commonly modeled by computations that are polynomial-time in thesecurity parameter. The polynomial bounding the running-time of the legitimate user's strategyis �xed and typically explicit and small (still in some cases it is indeed a valuable goal to makeit even smaller). Here (i.e., when referring to the complexity of the legitimate user) we are inthe same situation as in any algorithmic research. Things are di�erent when referring to ourassumptions regarding the computational resources of the adversary. A common approach is topostulate that the latter are polynomial-time too, where the polynomial is not a-priori speci�ed. Inother words, the adversary is restricted to the class of e�cient computations and anything beyondthis is considered to be infeasible. Although many de�nitions explicitly refer to this convention, thisconvention is inessential to all known results (in the area). In all cases, a more general (and yetmore cumbersome) statement can be made by referring to adversaries of running-time bounded byany function (or class of functions). For example, for any function T :N 7!N (e.g., T (n) = 2 3pn),we may consider adversaries that on security parameter n run for at most T (n) steps. Doing so we(implicitly) de�ne as infeasible any computation that (on security parameter n) requires more thanT (n) steps.The results obtained in this area are in many cases conditional ones. That is, based on somerelatively simple intractability assumptions (e.g., the existence of one-way functions) one constructsand establishes the security of more complex applications (e.g., existentially unforgeable signatureschemes). In many cases these results are stated in an oversimpli�ed way such as if the functionf cannot be inverted in polynomial-time then the scheme Sf (which utilizes f) cannot be broken inpolynomial-time. However, what is actually proved in such papers is stronger. Typically, the proofof security of Sf speci�es, for any function T : N 7! N, a function T 0 : N 7! N so that if f cannotbe inverted on n-bit images in time T (n) then Sf cannot be broken on inputs of length m in timeT 0(m). Furthermore, typically, the relation between T 0 and T takes the formT 0(m) = p�12 (T (p�11 (m)))p3(m) ; (1)where p1; p2; p3 are some �xed polynomials. Such a relation results from the fact that the proofutilizes a reduction of inverting f on strings of length n to breaking Sf on strings of length p1(n).Thus, assuming on the contrary to the security claim that Sf can be broken in time T 0(m) oninputs of length m = p1(n), one obtains an algorithm inverting f on inputs of length n in timeT (n) � p3(p1(n)) � p2(T 0(p1(n))).It should be clear (and is indeed well-known) that the relationship between T and T 0 (above)determines the strength of the theoretical result and has a key impact on its practical applicability.1 Actually, the term \asymptotic" is misleading since, from the functional treatment of the running-time (as afunction of the security parameter), one can derive statements for any value of the security parameter.1



Speci�cally, almost in all cases the relation takes the form in Eq. (1), and then one is interested inthe speci�c polynomials p1; p2; p3.The purpose of this note is to discuss a popular classi�cation of such reductions, attributed toLevin and presented in [12]. We suggest to modify this classi�cation a little.2 PreliminariesActually, the above discussion is over-simpli�ed as it refers only to the running-time of the violatingalgorithms (and implicitly suggesting that we talk of algorithms that succeed always or almostalways). In many cases, the statements are more complex, referring both to the running-time ofalgorithms and to a probabilistic measure of success. Two such common measures are1. The success probability of easily veri�ed events. For example, the success probability of aninverting algorithm (for a speci�c one-way function), or the success probability of a forgingalgorithm (for a signature scheme).2. The gap in probability between two experiments. An archetypical example is the notion ofcomputational indistinguishability. Here, for two distributions ensembles, fXng and fYng,we consider the gap between the probability that an algorithm A outputs 1 on input Xnand the probability A does so on input Yn. Thus, de�nitions such as security of encryptionschemes [7], pseudorandomness [1, 13, 4], and (computational) zero-knowledge [8] fall intothis category.The distinction between the above two types is crucial for Levin's suggestion to incorporate running-time and success measure into a single measure (see below). Note that in order to succeed withprobability at least 2=3 in an attempt of the �rst type one has to repeat trying for �(1=�(n)) times,where �(n) is the success probability in a single attempt. On the other hand, in order to amplifya distinguishing gap of �(n) into a gap of 2=3 we need to repeat the experiment(s) for �(1=�(n)2)times.2Before presenting Levin's approach, let us present the general form which most results take.Typically, one starts with a basic primitive, denoted f (for sake of uniformity with the above), andconstructs a scheme Sf . (Each of the two is coupled with its own notion of violation, determiningthe measure of success.) The proof of security of Sf is by a reduction to violation of security off . That is, such a proof shows, for any t0 : N 7! N and e0 : N 7! R, how to convert an algorithmviolating Sf with time complexity t0 and success measure e0 into an algorithm for violating f withtime complexity t and success measure e. Calling the former an Sf -violator and the latter anf -violator, the conversion is by a reduction that typically speci�es polynomials p1; p2; :::; p7 so thaton input of length n the f -violator invokes the Sf -violator on inputs of length m = p1(n), andt(n) = p2(t0(m)) � p3(1=e0(m)) � p4(m) as well as e(n) = p5(e0(m)) � p6(1=t(m)) � p7(1=m). It followsthat, for any function T :N 7!N and � :N 7!R, if f cannot be violated on n-bit inputs in time T (n)with success measure �(n) then Sf cannot be violated on m-bit inputs in time T 0(m) with successmeasure �0(m), where T 0 and �0 may be any pair of functions satisfyingT (p�11 (m)) = p2(T 0(m)) � p3(1=�0(m)) � p4(m) (2)�(p�11 (m)) = p5(�0(m))p6(T (m)) � p7(m) (3)2 The above discussion refers to an abstract experiment (or pair of experiments). When applied to the examplesgiven above, repeating the experiment means things like inverting a one-way function on one of several independentlyselected images, or distinguishing between multiple samples of two ensembles.2



where p1; p2; :::; p7 are the polynomials speci�ed above. (Assuming, on the contrary, that Sf can beviolated on m-bit inputs in time T 0(m) with success measure �0(m), implies { via the reduction {violation of f on n-bit inputs in time T (n) with success measure �(n).)Levin's notion of work: In order to simplify treatments as above, Levin suggested to incorporatethe running-time and success-measure of each violating algorithm into a single measure called work.Crucial to his suggestion is the above distinction between easily veri�able and non-veri�able successmeasures. For a veri�able success measure, the work of an algorithm A with running-time tA :N 7!Nand success measure �A :N 7!R is de�ned as wA(n) def= tA(n)=�A(n). For a (non-veri�able) successmeasure of the gap type, the work of an algorithm A with running-time tA : N 7! N and successmeasure �A :N 7!R is de�ned as wA(n) def= tA(n)=�2A(n). (We stress that the de�nition of work isproblem speci�c and ad-hoc in nature.)3In the sequel, we shall adopt Levin's simpli�cation. A reader feeling uncomfortable with this,may consider only algorithms with constant success measure, in which case work is identical totime (up-to a constant factor). Security will be de�ned as a (possibly postulated) lower bound onthe work of violating algorithms. For example, one may assume that the security of factoring isexp(n1=3), and one may infer (based on this assumption) that pseudorandom generators of securityexp(n1=3) exist.De�nition 1 (security): Let � be some primitive with an associated notion of violation that speci-�es a notion of success measure and induces a notion of work of violating algorithms. Let S :N 7!N.We say that � has security S if any algorithm A violating � has work function that grows fasterthan S.3 Levin's Hierarchy of Reductions (revisited)In order to demonstrate the di�erent quality of certain reductions, Levin has suggested three typesof reductions, which were later canonized in Luby's book [12]. Letting S :N 7!N denote the securityof the basic primitive, and S0 :N 7!N the security of the complex primitive constructed from theformer the three types of reductions are:(L1) A reduction is linearly preserving if it guarantees S0(n) � S(n)=poly(n).(L2) A reduction is polynomially-preserving if it guarantees S0(n) � (S(n))e=poly(n), for someconstant e > 0.(L3) A reduction is weakly-preserving if it guarantees S0(n) � (S(nd))e=poly(n), for some constantsd; e > 0.Levin has frequently noted that, for nicely-behaved security measures, a reduction that guaranteesS0(n) � (S(n=d))e=poly(n), for some constants d; e > 0, is also polynomially-preserving. Theargument is based on the fact that in our context all primitives are breakable within exponential time(i.e., time 2n on input length n), and so one may assume without loss of generality that S(n) � 2n.Furthermore, for \nicely-behaved" functions S, which are exponentially bounds, and for c > 1 onemay expect that S(cm) � S(m)c holds. Thus, S0(n) � (S(n=d))e=poly(n) � (S(n))ed=poly(n).Still, it seems inappropriate to identify the e�ect of e and d in a guarantee such as (L2) above.3 The abstract discussion above does not fully justify the de�nition (see Footnote 2). Furthermore, other func-tionalities of running-time and success-measure may make sense too.3



Furthermore, we lose an important distinction represented in the gap between Types (T2) and (T3)below.(T1) A reduction is strongly preserving if it guarantees S0(n) � S(n)=poly(n).(This is identical to (L1) above.)(T2) A reduction is linearly-preserving if, for some constant c � 1, it guaranteesS0(n) � S(n=c)poly(n)(This extends (T1), where c = 1, in an important way.)(T3) A reduction is polynomially-preserving if, for some constants c � 1 and e > 0, it guaranteesS0(n) � (S(n=c))epoly(n)(Formally, (T3) extends (L2), where c = 1; but, for \nicely behaved security measures" (seeabove discussion), type (T3) is equivalent to type (L2).)(T4) A reduction is weakly-preserving if, for some constants c; d; e > 0, it guaranteesS0(n) � (S(cnd))epoly(n)(This is equivalent to (L3) above.)Thus, we replace (L2) by the two distinct categories (T2) and (T3).Comment 1: On the relation between (T2), (T3) and (L2). Levin's category (L2) is aspecial case of our (T3). In light of the discussion about, we believe that Levin himself would notcare much about the extension of (L2) to (T3). In contrast, we believe that the distinction betweenTypes (T2) and (T3) is very important.We note that many claims made by Luby [12] regarding (L2) actually refer to either (T2) or (T3),and are valid for (L2) only under the above assumption (i.e., S(cn) � S(n)c, 8c > 1) which collapses(T3) into (L2). Furthermore, in referring to (L2) one losses the important distinction betweenTypes (T2) and (T3). For example,1. Pni=1 rixi mod 2 in a hard-core of f(x; r) = (f 0(x); r), for any one-way f 0 [6]:4 The originalreduction of [6] (as well as the reduction as presented in [12, 2, 3]) is of Type (T3).5 Incontrast, the improved reduction of Levin [11] (see also [3, C.2.3]) is of Type (T2).4 Here, x = x1 � � �xn (resp., r = r1 � � � rn). Work for the two primitives is de�ned as follows: for predictingthe hard-core, work is de�ned as running-time over the square of the success-measure (i.e., advantage in predictingbeyond 1=2); and for inverting the function work is de�ned as running-time over the success-measure.5 The claim in [12] by which the reduction is of type (L2) is correct only for \nicely behaved security measures"(see above discussion). 4



2. Security-preserving ampli�cation of one-way function [5]: The reduction demonstrating thisresult for the case of one-way permutations is of Type (T2). In contrast, the known reduction(of [5]) for the case of regular one-way functions is only of Type (T3), for some range ofparameters.6Thus, the distinctions between the strengths of the results are reected in the distinction be-tween (T2) and (T3), but are not reected by Levin's Hierarchy (since these results are of type (L2)).We chose these examples since they are famous cases in which the entire point of the paper is im-provement in quality of reductions among primitives. Thus, the distinction between (T2) and (T3)is essential for making the point (as demonstrated above).Comment 2: Beyond (T4). With the exception of a single case, all results we are aware of(in the �eld) are proven by a reduction of Type (T4), or lower. The only exception is Levin'sobservation regarding the existence of a universal one-way function (cf., [10] and [2, Sec. 2.4.1]).Comment 3: A warning. It should be clear that the above classi�cation (as well as the onesuggested in [12]) is ad-hoc in nature. Namely, it only represents our knowledge of the currentreductions, and an attempt to classify them in a way that reects their theoretical strength andpractical applicability. Each type may be further re�ned according to the constants (and/or poly-nomials) appearing in its de�nition. Furthermore, in some cases (depending on such re�nements), areduction with higher type may be preferable (in practice) to one with lower type (e.g.,. 2pn < n100for n < 106).An out of scope comment: As discussed in Footnote 6, some results are proven by a con-struction that depend on the security of the basic scheme; that is, for every security function S, adi�erent construction of a complex primitive is presented (assuming that the basic one has securityS). One should prefer results proven via a single construction, which is oblivious of the security ofthe basic scheme. The security of the resulting construct will depend on the security of the basicone, but the latter need not be known a-priori. In practical terms this means that one may make aweak assumption regarding the basic scheme so that this assumption guarantees su�cient securityfor the construct. If the basic scheme turns out to be more secure than originally assumed thenthe resulting construct will bene�t in security. (as per the security guarantee given with the reduc-tion). In contrast, when the construction depends on the assumed security, better than postulatedsecurity of the basic scheme may not translate to better security of the construct.AcknowledgmentsWe are grateful to Mihir Bellare for helpful comments.
6 Actually, in the regular case the construction in [5] depends on the security of the basic (weak) one-way function,and so we have a family of reductions one per each security function S (which needs to be e�ciently computable).These reductions are of Type (T3), provided that, for some d < 1, S(n) < 2nd . Otherwise they are only of Type (T4).5
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